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Conference bag and lanyard provider Nexus Collections has seen a signi�cant increase in enquiries and con�rmed

business from Canada, Mexico and the US.

New business enquiries totalling nearly 20,000 environmentally friendly conference bags have been received by Nexus

Collections during the last quarter from major events in North America. These include signi�cant orders for delivery

into Europe on behalf of US clients.

The signi�cant growth in international business re�ects Nexus Collection’s ongoing focus on creative solutions to

international shipping, which ensures all products (whether conference bags or conference gifts) arrive fully branded

and on time, no matter the location.

“Through excellent relationships with our fair-trade factories and suppliers we ship globally at short notice to events of

all sizes,” commented managing director of Nexus Collections, Howard Lawton (pictured). “Since taking over the

business at the start of 2019 I have focused on streamlining our import and export processes, using knowledge gained

through more than 15 years shipping tech equipment around the world. This has resulted in quicker lead times for

clients, more �uid delivery processes and ultimately con�dence that Nexus will deliver no matter the circumstances.

“This growth in North American business is testament to our team focusing on long term relationships with global

associations with rotating conferences. Rather than constantly switching suppliers our clients recognise that a tried and

trusted solution is far more reliable than a local unknown.  It also shows that despite fears from many import and

export business over Brexit it is currently business as usual. Clients want quality and reliability in their suppliers,

ultimately the political situation is secondary to delivering a great event.”

Nexus Collections doubles North American
business

published by Nicola Macdonald July 12, 2019
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Nexus Collections has seen a significant increase in enquiries and confirmed business from Canada, Mexico and the US.

New business enquiries totalling nearly 20,000 environmentally friendly conference bags have been received by Nexus Collections

during the last quarter from major events in North America.  These include significant orders for delivery into Europe on behalf of US

clients. 

The significant growth in international business reflects Nexus Collection’s ongoing focus on creative solutions to international shipping, which

ensures all products (whether conference bags or conference gifts) arrive fully branded and on time, no matter the location.

“Through excellent relationships with our fair-trade factories and suppliers we ship globally at short notice to events of all sizes,” comments

Managing Director of Nexus Collections, Howard Lawton.  “Since taking over the business at the start of 2019 I have focused on streamlining our

import and export processes, using knowledge gained through more than 15 years shipping tech equipment around the world.  This has resulted in quicker lead times for clients,

more fluid delivery processes and ultimately confidence that Nexus will deliver no matter the circumstances.  

Lawton continues: “This growth in North American business is testament to our team focusing on long term relationships with global associations with rotating conferences. 

Rather than constantly switching suppliers our clients recognise that a tried and trusted solution is far more reliable than a local unknown.  It also shows that despite fears from

many import and export business over Brexit it is currently business as usual.  Clients want quality and reliability in their suppliers, ultimately the political situation is secondary

to delivering a great event.” 
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Opinion

On 19 September 2007, Nexus 
Collections launched the world’s 

first green conference bag. This was 
followed by an environmentally friendly 
exhibition bag and the success of these 
changed the face of our business. 

Within a couple of years, we had 
changed suppliers, opened a fair-trade 
factory in China and started investigating 
a variety of different ways to ensure our 
products, business practices and attitudes 
all focused on social responsibility and a 
positive approach to the planet. 

This year 30 per cent of everything 
we produced has been environmentally 
friendly (up from 11.5 per cent last year) – 
something we expect to continue.

Making an environmentally friendly 
bag isn’t as easy as you might think. First 
you need to decide in what way the bag 
is to have a positive impact – should it be 
recyclable, made from recycled products, 
not use plastics, use jute rather than 
cotton, use fixings made from coconut or 
wood…the list goes on. 

At various points all of the above have 

been part of our line-up or at least spent 
time in research and development.

Now the top end of the range includes 
bags made from recycled plastic bottles 
that look no different to products you 
would find in high street luggage shops. 
However, there is still much work to be 
done. Like so many other manufacturers 
working at the cutting edge of socially 
responsible products we are continually 
looking for ways to improve. Though 
our current bags are incredibly durable 
and last for an incredibly long time, 
one day I hope to have a bag made from 
recycled materials that is 100 per cent 
compostable, we are close but there is 
the fastenings issue – zip and buckle 
materials aren’t there yet!

Like the whole of the event supply 
chain, the process of becoming 
environmentally responsible is 
incremental. We are re-engineering the 
plastic poppers on our foldaway bags. To 
keep them small and tightly packed they 
need a secure fastening. 

Plastic and metal are the most effective 

and secure methods when it comes 
to achieving the product quality our 
customers are used to – but they are not 
the best choices for the environment, so 
we are currently investigating sustainable 
wooden solutions. Watch this space for a 
solution in the near future.

As an industry conferencing and 
exhibitions has taken great strides to 
clean up our act and improve our social 
responsibility. There is, however, still 
work to be done across the board. We 
need to look at everything from shampoo 
bottles in hotel rooms to the packaging 
we use to ship products to our events. 
We need to consider the risk of child 
labour in the factories creating our trade 
show uniforms and the fair rates of pay 
received by the coffee growers for our 
morning pick-me-up. 

We as an industry have incredible 
influence on our audiences, we gather 
them in one place and have a chance to 
educate them on so many topic – social 
and environmental good must be a part 
of those stories.

Nexus Collections’ Howard Lawton reflects 
on 12 years of environmental activism

Environmental 
change takes 
time, but we must 
keep going…

The Name in EVENT HIRE
0800 458 5701 eventhire@cwplant.co.uk

Charles Wilson Engineers Ltd
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Environmentally friendly conference gift provider joins ABPCO
 - Published by Martin Fullard

Nexus Collections, which provides what it says are environmentally friendly conference bags and promotional gifts, has joined ABPCO as
part of its ongoing desire to broaden industry knowledge and reach.
“We are arguably the only supplier of conference bags and promotional conference gifts that sees itself as a part of the meetings industry
rather than simply a supplier of products,” claims Jacqui Guthrie, director of Nexus Collection. 
“However, despite that focus we recognise that the industry is evolving at a fast pace and we therefore need to put ourselves in a position
where we can learn from and with our peers. ABPCO’s focus on belonging and learning are an ideal solution as membership puts us at the
heart of the sector.”
Nexus Collections MD, Howard Lawton added: “An ABPCO event in 2018 led to an enquiry for us to deliver more than 5,000
environmentally friendly conference bags for the BSAVA annual conference. It quickly became apparent that ABPCO’s membership and
education content perfectly align with our own agenda, making it a no-brainer for Nexus to join.  Our �rst full event was the annual AGM
and member conference in Belfast last month, during which we expanded our network, industry knowledge and even opened new doors
for possible collaboration on issues of CSR and sustainability.”
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Environmentally friendly conference gift provider joins ABPCO
- Submitted by Martin Fullard

Nexus Collections, which provides what it says are environmentally friendly conference bags and promotional gifts,
has joined ABPCO as part of its ongoing desire to broaden industry knowledge and reach.
“We are arguably the only supplier of conference bags and promotional conference gifts that sees itself as a part of
the meetings industry rather than simply a supplier of products,” claims Jacqui Guthrie, director of Nexus Collection. 
“However, despite that focus we recognise that the industry is evolving at a fast pace and we therefore need to put
ourselves in a position where we can learn from and with our peers. ABPCO’s focus on belonging and learning are an
ideal solution as membership puts us at the heart of the sector.”
Nexus Collections MD, Howard Lawton added: “An ABPCO event in 2018 led to an enquiry for us to deliver more than
5,000 environmentally friendly conference bags for the BSAVA annual conference. It quickly became apparent that
ABPCO’s membership and education content perfectly align with our own agenda, making it a no-brainer for Nexus
to join.  Our �rst full event was the annual AGM and member conference in Belfast last month, during which we
expanded our network, industry knowledge and even opened new doors for possible collaboration on issues of CSR
and sustainability.”
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Nexus Collections, a leading provider of environmentally friendly conference bags and promotional gifts, has joined

ABPCO as part of its ongoing desire to broaden industry knowledge and reach.

“We are arguably the only supplier of conference bags and promotional conference gifts that sees itself as a part of the

meetings industry rather than simply a supplier of products,” claims Jacqui Guthrie, Director of Nexus Collection.  

“However, despite that focus we recognise that the industry is evolving at a fast pace and we therefore need to put ourselves in a

position where we can learn from and with our peers.  ABPCO’s focus on belonging and learning are an ideal solution as

membership puts us at the heart of the sector.”

Nexus Collections also see ABPCO’s focus on sustainability and CSR perfectly lining up with their own values.  In particular, ABPCO’s creation of a sustainability road map was the

catalyst for initial conversations that ultimately led to Nexus joining as a partner member.

Nexus Collections Managing Director, Howard Lawton concludes: “An ABPCO event in 2018 led to an enquiry for us to deliver more than 5,000 environmentally friendly

conference bags for the BSAVA annual conference.  It quickly became apparent that ABPCO’s membership and education content perfectly align with our own agenda, making it a

no-brainer for Nexus to join.  Our first full event was the annual AGM and member conference in Belfast last month, during which we expanded our network, industry knowledge

and even opened new doors for possible collaboration on issues of CSR and sustainability.” 
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Nexus Collections to focus on association growth through
ABPCO

Tatiana Rokou (/pro�le/u/tatiana.rokou) / 30 Jul 2019   09:55   629

Nexus Collections, a leading provider of environmentally friendly conference bags and promotional gifts, has joined ABPCO as
part of its ongoing desire to broaden industry knowledge and reach.

Nexus Collections also see ABPCO’s focus on sustainability and CSR perfectly lining up with their own values.  In particular,
ABPCO’s creation of a sustainability road map was the catalyst for initial conversations that ultimately led to Nexus joining as a
partner member.
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Nexus Collections, a leading provider of environmentally friendly conference bags and promotional gifts, has joined ABPCO as part of its

ongoing desire to broaden industry knowledge and reach.

“We are arguably the only supplier of conference bags and promotional conference gifts that sees itself as a part of the meetings industry

rather than simply a supplier of products,” claims Jacqui Guthrie, Director of Nexus Collection. “However, despite that focus we recognise that

the industry is evolving at a fast pace and we therefore need to put ourselves in a position where we can learn from and with our peers.

ABPCO’s focus on belonging and learning are an ideal solution as membership puts us at the heart of the sector.”

Nexus Collections also see ABPCO’s focus on sustainability and CSR perfectly lining up with their own values. In particular, ABPCO’s creation

of a sustainability road map was the catalyst for initial conversations that ultimately led to Nexus joining as a partner member.

Nexus Collections Managing Director, Howard Lawton concludes: “An ABPCO event in 2018 led to an enquiry for us to deliver more than

5,000 environmentally friendly conference bags for the BSAVA annual conference. It quickly became apparent that ABPCO’s membership

and education content perfectly align with our own agenda, making it a no-brainer for Nexus to join. Our first full event was the annual AGM

and member conference in Belfast last month, during which we expanded our network, industry knowledge and even opened new doors for

possible collaboration on issues of CSR and sustainability.”

For more information about sustainable conference bags and Nexus Collections visit www.nexuscollections.com
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HELLO ABPCO MEMBERS

Partner News

A selection of our
ABPCO and Members
News.  All the latest
releases can be seen
here
(please do keep sending
us all your NEWS)
 
Nexus Collections doubles
North American
business and Nexus
Collections to focus on
association growth through
ABPCO
 
Scottish Event Campus to
donate food to Glasgow
charity
 
Teach First returns to Well
Met with record number of
trainee teachers
 
Meet Cambridge Wins
Sustainability Award
 
Lime Venue Portfolio to
Change Industry Thinking
on Food
 
Brightelm grows team to
support increased
sponsorship and exhibition
sales activity
 
Why Individual Attendee
Experiences is Crucial at
Your Events
 
The Business of Events
announces 2019
Programme
 
Lime Venue Portfolio &
BCD Partner to go
“Beyond Food”
 

 

We hope that you had a great summer and are now getting back into the

swing of the new term!

It's been a busy time for news, key topics and updates to share with all our

members - the newsletter is therefore a great round up in case you've

missed anything like the ABPCO Brexit Toolkit!

 

There are lots of member events planned over the next few months  which of

course includes the ‘Chairmen's Lunch and Excellence Awards’.  Thank you

to our Partner ICC Wales for hosting our annual event this year - we're all

looking forward to seeing the new and exciting ICC! Look out for the

Excellence Awards Finalists announcement below, if you don't know

already! 

 

We are looking forward to our visit to Aberdeen later today - the team at P&J

Live and Aberdeen Convention & Events Bureau have organised a wonderful

3 days - pictures to follow in the next newsletter.

 

We're delighted to confirm that there will be no change to the annual ABPCO

subscription rates for the coming year, which we hope you agree represents

excellent membership value for money.  Look out in your inboxes for 2020

renewals in October.

 

We look forward to seeing you all soon!
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Nexus Collections’ Howard Lawton re�ects on 12 years of environmental activism.

 

On 19 September 2007, Nexus Collection launched the world’s �rst green conference bag.

This was soon followed by an environmentally friendly exhibition bag, and the resultant success of these products

changed the face of our business.  Within a couple of years, we had changed suppliers, opened our own fair-trade

factory in China and started investigating a variety of di�erent ways to ensure our products, business practices and

attitudes all focused on social responsibility and a positive approach to the planet.

The latest statistics show that this year 30% of everything we produced has been environmentally friendly (up from

11.5% last year) – it is a clear trend and something we expect to continue.

Making an environmentally friendly bag isn’t as easy as you might think.  First you need to decide in what way the bag is

to have a positive impact – should it be recyclable, made from recycled products, not use plastics, use jute rather than

cotton due to water savings, use �xings made from coconut or wood…the list goes on.  At various points all of the

above have been part of our line up or at least spent time in research and development. The very �rst bag was made of

organic jute with coconut fastenings, it was little more than a satchel with a couple of pockets and even that involved a

complex manufacturing process.

Now the top end of the range includes bags made from recycled plastic bottles that look no di�erent to products you

would �nd in high street luggage shops.  However, there is still much work to be done.  Like so many other

manufacturers working at the cutting edge of socially responsible products we are continually looking for ways to

improve.  Though our current bags are incredibly durable and last for an incredibly long time, one day I hope to have a

bag made from recycled materials that is 100% compostable – we are close but there is the fastenings issue – zip and

buckle materials aren’t there yet!

Like the whole of the event supply chain, the process of becoming socially and environmentally responsible is

incremental.  We are currently re-engineering the plastic poppers on our foldaway bags.  To keep them small and

tightly packed so they �t in a pocket, briefcase or handbag they need a secure fastening.  Plastic and metal are the most

e�ective and secure methods when it comes to achieving the product quality our customers are used to – but they are

not the best choices for the environment, so we are currently investigating sustainable wooden solutions.  Watch this

space for a solution in the near future.

As an industry conferencing and exhibitions has taken great strides to clean up our act and improve our social

responsibility.  There is still however work to be done across the board.  We need to look at everything from shampoo

bottles in hotel rooms to the packaging we use to ship products to our events.  We need to consider the risk of child

labour in the factories creating our trade show uniforms and the fair rates of pay received by the co�ee growers for our

morning pick me up.  We as an industry have incredible in�uence on our audiences, we gather them in one place and

have a chance to educate them on so many topic – social and environmental good must be a part of those stories.

STUART WOOD

Stuart Wood is a news reporter across the Mash Media editorial portfolio. He writes for EN alongside

sister publications Conference News, Access All Areas, Exhibition World and Conference & Meetings

World.
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Nexus Collections’ Howard Lawton re�ects on 12 years of environmental activism.
 
On 19 September 2007, Nexus Collection launched the world’s �rst green conference bag. 
This was soon followed by an environmentally friendly exhibition bag, and the resultant success of these products
changed the face of our business.  Within a couple of years, we had changed suppliers, opened our own fair-trade
factory in China and started investigating a variety of di�erent ways to ensure our products, business practices and
attitudes all focused on social responsibility and a positive approach to the planet. 
The latest statistics show that this year 30% of everything we produced has been environmentally friendly (up from
11.5% last year) – it is a clear trend and something we expect to continue.
Making an environmentally friendly bag isn’t as easy as you might think.  First you need to decide in what way the bag is
to have a positive impact – should it be recyclable, made from recycled products, not use plastics, use jute rather than
cotton due to water savings, use �xings made from coconut or wood…the list goes on.  At various points all of the
above have been part of our line up or at least spent time in research and development. The very �rst bag was made of
organic jute with coconut fastenings, it was little more than a satchel with a couple of pockets and even that involved a
complex manufacturing process.
Now the top end of the range includes bags made from recycled plastic bottles that look no di�erent to products you
would �nd in high street luggage shops.  However, there is still much work to be done.  Like so many other
manufacturers working at the cutting edge of socially responsible products we are continually looking for ways to
improve.  Though our current bags are incredibly durable and last for an incredibly long time, one day I hope to have a
bag made from recycled materials that is 100% compostable – we are close but there is the fastenings issue – zip and
buckle materials aren’t there yet!
Like the whole of the event supply chain, the process of becoming socially and environmentally responsible is
incremental.  We are currently re-engineering the plastic poppers on our foldaway bags.  To keep them small and
tightly packed so they �t in a pocket, briefcase or handbag they need a secure fastening.  Plastic and metal are the most
e�ective and secure methods when it comes to achieving the product quality our customers are used to – but they are
not the best choices for the environment, so we are currently investigating sustainable wooden solutions.  Watch this
space for a solution in the near future.
As an industry conferencing and exhibitions has taken great strides to clean up our act and improve our social
responsibility.  There is still however work to be done across the board.  We need to look at everything from shampoo
bottles in hotel rooms to the packaging we use to ship products to our events.  We need to consider the risk of child
labour in the factories creating our trade show uniforms and the fair rates of pay received by the co�ee growers for our
morning pick me up.  We as an industry have incredible in�uence on our audiences, we gather them in one place and
have a chance to educate them on so many topic – social and environmental good must be a part of those stories.
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